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Up about a thousand years ago, a famous driver, Mario Andretti, said that “if 
everything seems under control, you're not going fast enough”.

Racing, and speed, have always been two of the great interest of mankind. 
Speed, especially, played a very important role in human evolution.

From the simple speed of a car to the speed of light. And beyond, to the 
quantum speed.

But what can speed do, exactly, to mankind? As Ayrton Senna said once “And 
suddenly I realized that I was no longer driving consciously. I was driving it by a 
kind of instinct, only I was in a different dimension.”

Getting to a different dimension is what racing and speed mean, after all. They 
are both tools to reach for the ultimate goal. The ultimate place to explore.

The Aldebaran Rally Trophy was born out of this desire: to explore different 
moons and planets in Stanton system. From start line to finish line. The 
adventure has just begun.

Bantam Cumberly
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The races are divided into three levels of difficulty. Novice, 
intermediate and expert. The difficulty takes into account the relief 
of the ground for the technical constraints of a Cyclone, as well as 
climatic conditions for the physical constraints of a pilot.

At the very beginning of our era, Cyclone racing, whether amateur or 
organized, were beating well on some well-known places, such as 
Daymar, or Hurston. Very quickly, good events have been set up by 
more complex private organizers or belonging to corporations.

The Aldebaran Rally Trophy was born out of a desire of exploration of 
different moons and planets offered by the Stanton system.

This competition brings each driver in a championship evaluated on 
the long term where each event gives points to the winners, which 
allows to establish a progressive general classification as the races 
progress during the season.
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Calliope

Clio
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FIRST RACE

CALLIOPE

The starting line for the first race was formed 
on this icy moon. Competitors must position 
their Cyclones sideways to the finish line.

Temperature : -120°C to -130°C
Difficulty : Beginner - Intermediate



CALLIOPE 1st race

Due to the very low temperatures, 
participants had to equip themselves 

with Novikov suits to withstand the 
icy winds.

Only Cyclones Base, RC or RN 
are authorized.



CALLIOPE 1st race

A rocky terrain
causing a lot of rollovers



CALLIOPE

In a race, some people want to keep the lead... ...others take the time to help struggling pilots1st race



SECOND RACE

CLIO

A foggy start line announcing a race with 
low visibility for our runners...

Temperature : -50°C to -60°C
Difficulty : Intermediate



CLIO 2nd race

DEPLOYMENT



CLIO

INFRARED CAMERA
-50

25-38°C

AUTO

2nd race



CLIO 2nd race



THIRD RACE

EUTERPE

A flat starting line on the ice.

Temperature : -80°C to -125°C
Difficulty : Intermediate



Starting signal just sounded

EUTERPE 3rd race



EUTERPE

MICROTECH

3rd race



EUTERPE 3rd race



EUTERPE3rd race



EUTERPE3rd race



FOURTH RACE

MICROTECH

The longest race of the first act with a difficult 
terrain for our runners because of the many 
rocks scattered across the plain. Some of 
them were not able to finish the race.

Temperature : +4°C to -200°C
Difficulty : Beginner - Intermediate



Lucy and Azertovski, ready for the race 
broadcasting from their ships

MICROTECH4th race



MICROTECH 4th race



MICROTECH
4th race



FINISH LINE
MICROTECH4th race



FIFTH RACE - SPECIAL

New Babbage

The final run was a loop through the 
neighborhoods and the center of New 
Babbage. It was easy to be lost without 
good lair points. Orientation between 
buildings being particularly difficult, pilots 
are used to prepare the route by 
assimilating and visualizing the landmarks 
provided on the location maps. This run is 
particularly technical...

Difficulty : Intermediate - Expert



NEW BABBAGE Final run

Competitors started one after the 
other every 10 seconds.

The main goal was not to win the 
race but to finish it!



NEW BABBAGE
Final run

The start line was drawn under the first 
Metroloop pillars next to the Commons



NEW BABBAGEFinal run

Consequences of improper 
sealing in suits



NEW BABBAGE
Final run



Few bursts of snow… 

...Not as much as on Clio



NEW BABBAGEFinal run

105 km/h



NEW BABBAGE
Final run



NEW BABBAGEFinal run

Final straight before the finish line
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Yami858
Vince

Nommox
NargiT

Stanbatros
Cappie

EvansWp67
Frapwaam

Hatalar
Chephren
Fab Rice

Matthew Ford
Gashnak

jed-sc
Pike_Schift

100or
JonathanJoestar

Nakasar

60
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50
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36
36
26
24
23
20
18
14
12
8
6
5
5

SCOREBOARD

19
20
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24

Buck

Superpandajv
Skyjo
Tsumi

RoMain_1er59
1CC-Gigi

5

4
3
1
1
125

..
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